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Abstract
In order to build language technologies for majority of the
languages, it is important to leverage the resources available
in public domain on the internet - commonly referred to as
‘Found Data’. However, such data is characterized by the
presence of non-standard, non-trivial variations. For instance,
speech resources found on the internet have non-speech con-
tent, such as music. Therefore, speech recognition and speech
synthesis models need to be robust to such variations. In this
work, we present an analysis to show that it is important to
disentangle the latent causal factors of variation in the origi-
nal data to accomplish these tasks. Based on this, we present
approaches to disentangle such variations from the data using
Latent Stochastic Models. Specifically, we present a method
to split the latent prior space into continuous representations
of dominant speech modes present in the magnitude spectra
of audio signals. We propose a completely unsupervised ap-
proach using multinode latent space variational autoencoders
(VAE). We show that the constraints on the latent space of
a VAE can be in-fact used to separate speech and music, in-
dependent of the language of the speech. This paper also an-
alytically presents the requirement on the number of latent
variables for the task based on distribution of the speech data.
Speech synthesis has taken some major strides in past few
years especially in the form of text-2-speech synthesis
(TTS) models. However, most of the work that has been
carried out involves carefully recorded speech data. Gen-
eration of such vast amount of data for every application
is a daunting task. On the other hand, there is a plethora
of speech data that is available on the internet such as
news broadcasts, press conferences, audio books etc - also
referred to as Found Data. The only hindrance in utilizing
such data for speech based machine learning models is
that this found data is characterized by noise or music in
the background. Presence of noise / music degrades the
performance of such models. One of the solutions to this
problem is source separation - separating out speech from
music in the audio. There have been several attempts to
accomplish this task using both classical speech processing
techniques as well as deep learning models.
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(Huang et al. 2012) proposed a matrix factorization of the
magnitude spectrogram of audio that utilizes the periodicity
in music and sparseness in speech to separate the two.
However, this technique requires a lot of hyperparameter
tuning depending on the type of background music and
also degrades the quality of separated speech to some
extent. REPET (Rafii and Pardo 2013) also involves music
separation by exploiting its periodic nature but on occasions
still leaves a residual music in the background. Most of the
work in source separation using deep learning has been
supervised (Fan, Lai, and Jang 2017), (Grais et al. 2016),
(Soni, Shah, and Patil 2018), (Valentini Botinhao et al.
2016), i.e. they had both noisy and clean versions of the
data. However most of the times, especially with found
data, we don’t have the clean version of the data.
There has also been some focus on source separa-
tion using unsupervised models. (Hsu et al. 2018) takes
the approach of data augmentation by adding different
background noise to the clean data and then training an
adversarial classifier to make these augmented versions of
data indistinguishable from the original speech. However,
this method again requires a clean version of data first and
additional data augmentation that is representative of the
noise in the background. Therefore essentially, this is a
semi-supervised approach that requires labels for clean and
noisy data. One other semi-supervised approach is using
domain adaptation (Ganin et al. 2016) where output is made
to follow the clean data domain while making the encoding
for clean and noisy data domain indistinguishable using
a adversarial classifier. However, this approach requires
speech content in both clean and noisy version of data to be
very similar for domain adaptation to occur.
We propose a completely unsupervised approach using
multinode variational autoencoders (VAE) combined with
robust principal component analysis (RPCA) (Huang et
al. 2012) as a post-processing step. Our goal is to enable
the use of found data for downstream TTS applications.
Therefore, the data we target is predominantly speech with
music in the background. We apply this approach on two
datasets:- Wilderness(Black 2019) and Hub4. Wilderness
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consists of Bible recordings in 699 languages while Hub4 is
a news broadcast dataset in English. Both of these datasets
contain music/noise in the background. We show that
the proposed approach separates out the dominant mode,
speech, from a noisy audio and improves the performance
of the downstream tasks irrespective of the language of the
speech.
This paper is organized as follows: section 1 discusses
the variational autoencoder framework, section 2 talks about
source separation using VAE, section 3 addresses the exten-
sion to multinode VAE architeture and section 4 discusses
post-processing using robust principal component analysis
(RPCA). Section 5 analyses the source separation capacity
and architectural requirements of the proposed model. Sec-
tion 6 reports the performance of the proposed model for
source separation and for downstream TTS applications. We
conclude in section 7.
1 Variational Autoencoder
Variational autoencoder model in this paper follows the stan-
dard formulation consisting of an inference network with a
speech encoder p(z|x) and a latent space decoder p(x|z),
where x and z represent the input and the latent space ran-
dom variables respectively.
Figure 1: Latent Variable Model - Variational Autoencoder
The figure 1 depicts the latent variable model for varia-
tional autoencoder. The true posterior density is intractable.
p(z|x) = p(x|z)p(z)
p(x)
(1)
We then approximate the true posterior p(z|x) with a vari-
ational distribution q(z|x) that has a prior p(z). The objec-
tive can be represented by the evidence lower bound (ELBO)
or variational lower bound on the likelihood of the data.
log p(x) ≥ L(x) (2)
L(x) = Eq[log(p(x|z))]−DKL(q(z|x)||p(z)) (3)
where L(x) denotes the variational lower bound on the
likelihood of the data and DKL is the Kullback-Leibler di-
vergence. We write the first term as a mean squared er-
ror (MSE) between the reconstructed and the original data
and the prior p(z) follows a standard normal distribution
N (0, I).
2 VAE for Source Separation
As shown in the previous section, a variational autoencoder
reconstructs the input data conditioned on the latent space.
The latent space is constrained to follow a certain prior dis-
tribution, such as Gaussian distribution. (Dai et al. 2018)
shows that this formulation is equivalent to minimizing the
alternative lower bound function
minimize n · rank[L ] + ‖ S ‖0
M = L+ S
(4)
where M is the original data matrix, L is a low-rank matrix
and S is a sparse matrix and ‖ . ‖0 denotes the l0 norm.
This is shown to be equivalent to an RPCA problem if an
optimum solution exists otherwise it’s known to smooth out
undesirable erratic peaks from the energy curve. (Dai et al.
2018) also presents some interesting results on VAE and it’s
separation properties. We rewrite some of the results what it
means in our context here.
• This formulation of variational autoencoders is shown to
perform robust outlier removal in the context of learning
inlier points constrained to a manifold of unknown dimen-
sion. In simple terms this means, VAE has the property to
remove sparse components in the input data distribution
and accordingly reduces the latent space to a required (un-
known) dimension.
• VAE also help smooth out undesirable minima from the
energy landscape of the optimization problem which dif-
ferentiates it from traditional deterministic autoencoders.
Since our goal is to enhance speech synthesis and speech
recognition performances on the ’found’ data, we target
audio data that is predominantly speech with some music
(almost uniform) in the background, for instance, news
broadcasts and audio books. We will later show that the
presence of the background music can effect the speech
synthesis performance drastically. It’s been shown that
speech and music distributions in audio are quite distinct
(RJ and SR 2012) (RV 2005). As a result VAE has the
tendency to remove the sparse outlier - music from the
audio.
In case of multiple speakers in the input audio there can be
multiple modes in the speech distribution as well. This can
be solved by have multiple nodes in the latent space. This
is possible because all latent variables are initialized at ran-
dom and pick multiple speech modes from the distribution.
Later in the results section, we are going to analyze this and
the requirement on the number of nodes in the latent space
depending on the input data distribution. We also talk about
how the performance of the output speech changes based on
the intensity/loudness of the music in the background.
3 Multi-node VAE Model Architecture
The Figure 2 depicts the multi-node variational autoencoder
architecture. It consists of an Bi-LSTM encoder (LSTME)
for the inference network that captures latent space distri-
butions p(z1|x), p(z2|x), . . . , p(zk|x) where x is the magni-
tude spectrogram of the input audio, z1, z2, . . . , zk are the
Figure 2: Multi-node VAE model. Dashed lines represent
sampling using reparametrization. Encoder and Decoder are
Bi-LSTM networks. Purple blocks are fully connected lay-
ers.
latent variables and k is the number of latent variables. The
reconstruction network is a Bi-LSTM decoder (LSTMD)
which generates the reconstructed input distribution at each
time-step p(xtr|xt−1r , z1, z2, . . . , zk) conditioned on the re-
constructed input from the previous time-step and the latent
space.
hte, c
t
e = LSTME(x
t, ht−1e , c
t−1
e ) (5)
µti =MLPµi(h
t
e) ∀i ∈ 0, . . . , k (6)
logvarti =MLPσi(h
t
e) ∀i ∈ 0, . . . , k (7)
q(zi|x) = N (µi, exp(logvari)) (8)
htd, c
t
d = LSTMD(φ
t, zt1, . . . , z
t
k, h
t−1
d , c
t−1
d ) (9)
φt =MLPφ(h
t−1
d ) (10)
xtr =MLPxr (h
t
d) (11)
where Bi-LSTM refers to bidirectional long short term
memory recurrent neural network, MLP refers to a multi-
layer perceptron network, he, ce represent hidden and
cell states of the encoder LSTM, hd, cd represent hidden
and cell states of the decoder LSTM and φ represents the
context from the previous time-step of the decoder. The
initial hidden state and the cell state of the decoder LSTM
are learnable parameters. The latent variable model for the
multinode variational autoencoder is shown in figure 3
The modified learning objective for a multinode VAE can
be represented as an extension of equation 3 as:
L(x) ≥ Eq[log(p(x|z1, z2, . . . , zk))]
−
k∑
i=1
DKL(q(zi|x)||p(zi))
(12)
Figure 3: Latent Variable Model - Multinode Variational Au-
toencoder
4 Speech Enhancement
The output of the VAE network from the above formulation
removes the music from the audio however, replaces the mu-
sic content with random noise instead of silence. There can
be multiple post processing or speech enhancement tech-
niques used to eliminate this residual noise such as speech
enhancement neural networks or classical speech processing
methods. Here in this paper we use robust principal com-
ponent analysis (RPCA) (Huang et al. 2012) to eliminate
the background noise as it gives control over the quality of
speech versus the amount of background noise. We follow
the original formulation from the paper by expressing the
speech separation as a matrix factorization problem. It rep-
resents the magnitude spectrogram of the audio signal as a
sum of low rank matrix and a sparse matrix. The assump-
tion here is that non-speech component (background noise)
is low rank while the speech component is sparse.
minimize ‖ L ‖∗ +λ ‖ S ‖1
M = L+ S
(13)
where M ∈ Rn1×n2 is the magnitude spectrogram of the
VAE output, L ∈ Rn1×n2 is a low rank matrix, S ∈ Rn1×n2
is a sparse matrix, ‖ . ‖∗ is the nuclear norm and ‖ . ‖1
is the L1 norm. λ > 0 is a hyperparameter that controls
the rank and sparsity of L and S respectively. It is recom-
mended in (Huang et al. 2012) to use λ = 1/
√
max(n1, n2)
to obtain the best result. However, we only need to enhance
the audio a little while retaining the speech quality so we
use λ = 0.3/
√
max(n1, n2). Instead of the hard mask in
(Huang et al. 2012) we used a soft mask as it resulted in
a better quality and a smoother speech. The idea is to have
a high value for the speech mask where the magnitude of
the speech component is much greater the magnitude of the
non-speech component.
|S| > g|L| (14)
|S|2 > g2|L|2 (15)
|M |2 = |S|2 + |L|2 (16)
|S|2 > g2|M |2 − g2|S|2 (17)
|S|2 > g
2
1 + g2
|M |2 (18)
|S| >
√
g2
1 + g2
|M | (19)
|S|
|M | −
√
g2
1 + g2
> 0 (20)
where g ≥ 0 is the gain factor. We came up with a Sig-
moid looking threshold for the mask which is still close to
the hard mask but results in smoother speech transitions.
W =
1
1 + exp (−α( |S||M | −
√
g2
1+g2 ))
(21)
where W ∈ Rn1×n2 represents the speech mask and the
obtained speech spectrogram is
Xspeech(i, j) =W (i, j)M(i, j) ∀i, j (22)
5 Experiments
We applied the multinode VAE model on two datasets:-
Wilderness and Hub4. Wilderness dataset consists of
Bible recordings in 699 languages with music in the back-
ground. We carried out full experiments on two languages:-
Dhopadhola (an African language) and Marathi (an Indian
language). The results presented here are based on the
model that was trained on languages different than the ones
that are reported/tested. Hub4 consists of news broadcast
recordings in English with various forms of noise in the
background, such as music, clapping, roaring etc. We used
about 2 hrs of training data for both datasets consisting 1 hr
of speech only data and 1 hr of speech-music data.
For these experiments, the VAE model consists of
input magnitude spectrogram of dimension 512, Bi-LSTM
encoder and decoder with hidden size of 512, each of the
fully connected layers for latent variables and decoder
context from the previous time-step of dimension 64 and
the final output layer with a dimension same as the input
dimension. We trained for 50 epochs with annealing weight
for KL-Divergence loss, this is explained in detail below.
For both datasets, we used an ADAM optimizer with a
learning rate of 1e-3.
The input data distributions for the two dataset are shown
in Figure 4. These 2-dimensional distributions are obtained
after applying PCA to the magnitude spectrogram and plot-
ting the histogram of the first two components. This figure
shows the high density regions of the two distributions.
As we can observe, the wilderness distribution has one
significant high density region while the hub4 distribution
consists of multiple high density regions. Hence, Hub4 data
will have more dominant speech modes than the wilderness
data. This is probably because there are multiple speakers in
Hub4 as well as news broadcast speech has more variance as
compared to bible recordings. This gives us an approximate
(a) Wilderness (b) Hub4
Figure 4: Input Data Distributions for (a) Wilderness (b)
Hub4. The red dots show the high density regions in each
distribution.
idea that Hub4 multinode VAE model will require more
nodes in the latent space than the model for Wilderness
dataset.
Figure 5: Gaussian Mixture Fit for Wilderness and Hub4
Figure 5 shows the likelihood of fitting Gaussian Mixture
Models as a function of the number of cluster centers. As
discussed earlier, speech modes are dominant in the target
data so fitting n clusters in the curve can be thought of as
having n − 1 nodes/clusters in the VAE for the speech and
1 cluster as the residual non-speech data. The multinode
VAE model for the wilderness data obtained good results
with just 1 VAE node or 2 clusters as can be confirmed
from the graph where likelihood values are high for just
2 clusters. On the other hand, multinode VAE model for
Hub4 gave good results with 3 nodes or 4 clusters. Now,
as we increase the number of nodes, the peak performance
does not change much, however, we attain the same peak
performance for more model states:- MSE loss vs KL loss.
This will be explained using training loss curves. It would
have been better to use some validation parameter but since
model performance for human hearing can only be analyzed
by listening to the speech, we use the training metrics.
The Figure 6 and 7 give an idea of speech separation
capacity of the model as we increase the number of latent
variables. During training of the multinode VAE model, we
(a) 1-Node VAE: Wilderness
(b) 3-Node VAE: Wilderness
Figure 6: Training Loss (a) 1-Node VAE: Wilderness (b) 3-
Node VAE: Wilderness. The left shaded blue region and the
right shaded orange region show the required MSE loss and
KL loss threshold respectively to obtain good speech. Over-
lap region represents the model parameters where speech
separation occurs.
anneal the KL divergence loss for latent space exponentially.
We do the annealing for latent variables simultaneously.
Initially, KL divergence loss is assigned a very small weight
and then increased exponentially. So, it first increases (not
shown in the plot as it’s out of the range of the plot) and
then decreases eventually while the MSE reconstruction
loss first decreases and then increases slightly. During this
process there is a small window where both the losses are
low enough and we are able to extract out speech from the
audio. This window is determined by the threshold values
for both losses. If both loss values are below their respective
thresholds, we observe speech at the output.
The blue and orange shaded regions in figures 6 and 7
depict the loss values below the threshold for MSE loss and
KL divergence loss respectively. Therefore, their intersec-
tion as indicated by the overlap region represents the model
parameters that result in speech and music separation. For
visualization, the MSE loss in the figure is averaged over
all the samples as well as in the time dimension of the
(a) 1-Node VAE: Hub4
(b) 3-Node VAE: Hub4
(c) 8-Node VAE: Hub4
Figure 7: Training Loss (a) 1-Node VAE: Hub4 (b) 3-Node
VAE: Hub4 (c) 8-Node VAE: Hub4. The left shaded blue
region and the right shaded orange region show the re-
quired MSE loss and KL loss threshold respectively to ob-
tain good speech. Overlap region represents the model pa-
rameters where speech separation occurs.
audio while the KL divergence loss is averaged over all the
latent variables as well as across all samples. Using these
loss definitions results in a threshold value of 250 for MSE
loss and a threshold value of 60 for KL divergence loss for
both datasets. These are just soft experimental values and
may change for other datasets as well as a different loss
definition. The key idea is that there exists a window where
speech separation occurs.
As shown in the figure, for Wilderness data we obtain
this window with just one node in the latent space. As we
increase the number of nodes in the latent space, we don’t
see any significant improvement in the quality of the output
speech, however, we do obtain a wider window where
this separation occurs. As for the Hub4 dataset, we don’t
observe any such window with one latent node, however,
we do obtain a separation window with three latent nodes
and an even wider window with eight latent nodes. Observe
that, these results align with the results derived using input
data distribution and GMM fitting analysis. Therefore, to be
totally certain about the existence of a separation window,
we can always add a few more latent variables than what we
obtain from our analysis of input distribution.
Let’s explore the nature of the output on either side
of the separation window. On the blue/left side of the
window MSE loss is very low while the KL divergence
loss is high, this results in the output that is close to the
original input that consists of both speech and music. On the
orange/right side of the window, MSE loss is high while the
KL divergence loss is low. This causes the network output
to be a really noisy version of the speech component of the
audio.
We also observed that, as the intensity/loudness of music
in the background increases in an audio or for a part of
the audio, the speech separation performance for that part
of the audio begins to deteriorate slightly. For example, in
case of advertisement segments between news broadcasts
where music tends to dominate the segment. In such cases,
we can still hear some traces of music in the background
when we use the same VAE model as we do for the rest of
the data. However, this is not a concern as the downstream
applications we target don’t generally depend on data with
such high intensity music.
As mentioned in (Dai et al. 2018), a traditional autoen-
coder is not able to perform the outlier removal. We verified
this fact experimentally. We removed any constraint on the
latent space and trained the model to minimize the recon-
struction loss. We observed that the model was able to re-
construct the audio completely including both speech and
music. Therefore, a traditional autoencoder is not able to
smooth out the energy contour and fails to remove any out-
liers. We also tried to experiment with this model on songs
and movie clips. As the background music in songs and
movies very dense and varies significantly, we observed that
our model wasn’t able to separate out speech completely.
The output speech contained some music in the background
and the quality of speech itself was compromised.
6 Results
The separated speech samples for both Wilderness and
Hub4 datasets can be found at 1 under folders ”Wilderness”
and ”Hub4” respectively. We present Wilderness samples
for two languages - Dhopadhola and Marathi both having
different but somewhat uniform music in the background.
These samples can be found inside their respective folders
within the wilderness folder. We also present samples
for when we removed the KL-divergence term from the
loss function and trained an autoencoder instead. It can
be observed from the samples that the model reconstructs
the whole audio without outlier/music removal. Hub4 data
samples have a lot more variation in both speech and music.
All the samples come from news broadcast in English. We
also ran experiments on mixed signals where a background
music was added to a clean sample from the wilderness
data. We performed this experiment with drums, flute, guitar
and piano music in the background. The mixed audio and
the separated speech samples can be found at 1.
One other way to asses the proficiency of the proposed
method is to evaluate its performance on downstream tasks,
for instance, Text-2-Speech Synthesis (TTS). We performed
Text-2-Speech synthesis on original and cleaned version of
Marathi language from the wilderness dataset. The TTS
samples can be found at 1 as well. We observe that Text-
2-Speech synthesis performance improves significantly af-
ter music is removed from the background. In TTS samples
generated from the original (noisy) version of the audio, one
can clearly see the distortion in the speech and presence of
music in the background. Whereas, TTS samples that were
generated from cleaned samples had a very clear speech
quality with no music in the background.
7 Conclusion
We show that Multinode VAE model helps to remove the
background noise/music in the ’found data’ irrespective of
the language of the speech. Extensive studies on different
type of speech and music data verify the effectiveness and
robustness of the proposed approach. Performance of this
model on Text-2-Speech synthesis applications shows the
potential of such an approach that can be further extended to
other speech based machine learning models such as Auto-
matic Speech Recognition (ASR). Such an efficient source
separation technique can help overcome a major cause for
under utilization of ’found data’. This could mean that
acoustic based machine learning models can be drastically
improved by leveraging the data found on the internet. Since
this approach works in a unsupervised fashion, it eliminates
the need to obtain labeled data which has been major hin-
drance to effective utilization of ’found data’. Since ’found
data’ is abundant, this could also possibly further accelerate
the research in this area.
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